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The main drawback of the pneumatic control is the fact that using pressure variations in a pipe is subject to 
constraints linked to the compressibility of the fluid that is used, as well as to head losses along this pipe. 

Consequently: 

• Differences of brake response all along a train, leading to a non-simultaneity of brake force variations 
on al vehicles: the propagation speed for a pressure variation in a pipe is in the most equal to the 
sound speed (330 meters per second), but is in fact more around 250 (min value specified by UIC) to 
280 meters per second ; this means that for 750 meters long train, the last vehicle starts to brake 3 
seconds after the first one… and provided that the pneumatic control pipe is perfectly straight, which is 
rarely the case. 

• Head losses in the pipe by necking on connecting points or in the different bended portions: this 
induces additional dead times, but can also generate a reduction in the pressure gradient that was 
required on the leading vehicle, thus en effective brake level difference between the front and rear ends 
of the train. 

De facto, this induces a dead time – time during which no reaction occurs – that is quite long: from 0.5 to A 
second (i.e. 83 meters travel at 300 km/h…), but also response times – time to obtain the required pressure – 
that are high: of a few seconds to dozens of seconds. 

Thus, for a ca 700 meters long train, the pressure corresponding to maximum service braking (pressure drop 
of 1.5 bar in the Brake Pipe) is obtained at rear end of the train in around 15 seconds after having been 
reached at front end. The maximum brake force on the last vehicle is, on the turn, reached around 17 seconds 
after braking initiation. 

The brake force difference between front and rear ends of the train generates longitudinal forces inside the 
latter: 

• Compression longitudinal forces during brake application, this potentially leading to overriding between 
vehicles at buffers level, or to uprising of wheels, which can provoke derailment, in particular in tight 
curves. 

• Traction longitudinal forces during brake release – potentially increased by a too quick and strong 
traction recovery on the motor vehicle – that could provoke coupling breakages. 



 

Pressure variation in BP and in brake cylinders of a 708 meters long train during an emergency braking 

 

These phenomena imposed brake force gradients setting on brake equipment (distributor valves) of vehicles 
that make it possible to partially  blur these constraints in order to limit these longitudinal forces: the important 
increase of brake force rise in G mode – used for long and very long trains – make it possible to limit 
differences between front and rear ends, the first vehicles sort of “waiting” for the last ones. 

Nevertheless, it was quickly of evidence that if this is possible to manage for freight trains (although it 
dramatically reduces stopping distance performances), these constraints became incompatible with high and 
very high speed operation. 

Use of a pure electropneumatic control (direct electropneumatic brake : see corresponding page) being difficult 
for reasons of compatibility with existing rolling stocks (in particular for on-line rescue operations), brake 
engineers imagined to electrically assist the pneumatic control. 

The EP assist of the pneumatic brake was born. 

Two types co-exist: 

• The direct EP assist: electric train lines in parallel to the BP directly act, on each vehicle, on the brake 
cylinders pressure, the BP pressure variation generated in parallel being used only as a redundancy in 
case of failure of the EP assist. 

• The indirect EP assist: electric train lines in parallel to the BP act, on each vehicle, on the Brake Pipe, 
reproducing locally – and simultaneously on each vehicle – the same pressure variation as the one 
required at front end by the driver’s brake valve. 

The direct EP assist remains rarely used, and is very similar to the direct EP brake associated to a 
pneumatic redundancy. 

  



The indirect EP assist is on the contrary frequently used on passenger trains, and on some fast 
freight trains. SNCF requires equipment of trains operated over 160 kph, and its isolation on these 
trains leads to a speed restriction at 160 kph (except for TGVs). We will limit the description to the 
latter. 

 

Preliminary reminder 

We often hear about electropneumatic brake, EP assist of the pneumatic brake of electropneumatic 
brake control. 

In fact, it shall be clearly distinguished between: 

• The electropneumatic brake as such: it corresponds to a brake system in which the train braking 
control is performed by means of electric train lines (even a digital bus), and the local brake control 
(brake force) is ensured by means of compressed air. In this configuration, there is no more Brake Pipe 
(BP). Any failure of the braking control can lead to train rescue. A specific page presents the operating 
principles of this type of brake system, called the direct electropneumatic brake. 

• The EP assist of the pneumatic brake: also called electropneumatic brake (or EP brake) by brake 
engineers using it – and subject of the present page – it is simply a palliative to the specific drawbacks 
of the pneumatic brake control. But the main brake control remains in this case ensured by means of a 
pneumatic Brake Pipe (BP), and the failure of the EP assist of the pneumatic brake do not lead to any 
more than a speed restriction. 

 

Operating principles 

Base equipment of each vehicle consists of two magnet valves: on for brake application and one for brake 
release. 

EP assist control is ensured by the driver’s brake valve, by means of a differential pressure switch comparing 
the pressure in the equalizing reservoir (ER) of the driver’s brake valve with the pressure in the Brake Pipe 
(BP). When the ER pressure is lower than the BP pressure, the pressure switch requires the energization of 
the application control train line. When the ER pressure is greater than the BP pressure, the pressure switch 
requires the energization of the release control train line. 

On old driver’s brake valves (such as PBL2 type), the application or release control train line energization is 
ensured by means of the main relay valve of the driver’s brake valve, thanks to electric contacts actuated by 
the main rod of the relay valve.  

In both cases, contacts in the pressure switch or on the main relay valve act on electric relays, which in turn 
effectively energize the train lines (in order to avoid a too high current in the electric contacts of the pressure 
switch or of the relay valve). 

Brake application is ensured by means of a loop: the application train line goes all along the train to the last 
vehicle, where it feeds back a second (return) train line by means of a pressure switch which is connected to 
the MRP downstream the stop cock (just upstream the flexible hose). On an intermediate vehicle, the contact 
in the pressure switch is open because the pressure switch is pressurized, when on the last vehicle the 
contact in the pressure switch is closed, as the pressure switch is not under pressure – the stop cock is 
closed, and the flexible hose is empty: this closed contact connects the application control train line to the 
application feedback train line, which also goes all along the train to the first vehicle, and to which the 
application magnet valve of each vehicle is connected. 

The release control train line is in turn simple: the relase magnet valve of each vehicle is directly connected to 
this train line.  



Application phase 

We’ll only deal with the principle based on a differential pressure switch. 

When the ER pressure is lower than the BP pressure, the pressure switch closes the application contact, 
which in turns energizes the application control electric relay. The latter energizes the application control train 
line, which in turns energizes the application magnet valve on each vehicle over the application feedback train 
line energized by the application train line feedback pressure switch on the last vehicle. Each application 
magnet valve locally ensures a pressure drop in the BP, which in turn makes it possible to immediately initiate 
braking on the concerned vehicle. 

 





In parallel, the driver’s brake valve ensures the BP pressure drop at front end of the train. 

When the BP pressure is equalized with the ER pressure in approximately 0.15 bar near, the pressure switch 
opens the application contact, which in turn de-energizes the application control electric relay. The application 
control train line is de-energized, as well as the application feedback train line: the application magnet valve in 
de-energized on each vehicle, stopping local BP venting operation. 

 

 





 

The driver’s brake valve finishes alone the ER and BP pressures equalization. 

Release phase 

When the ER pressure is greater than the BP pressure, the pressure switch closes the release contact, which 
in turns energizes the release control electric relay. The latter energizes the release control train line, which in 
turns energizes the release magnet valve on each vehicle. Each release magnet valve locally ensures a 
pressure increase in the BP from the MRP (through a pressure reducing valve set at 5 bar), which in turn 
makes it possible to immediately release brakes - partially or completely,  according to driver’s request – on 
the concerned vehicle. 

 





In parallel, the driver’s brake valve ensures the BP pressure increase at front end of the train. 

When the BP pressure is equalized with the ER pressure in approximately 0.15 bar near, the pressure switch 
opens the release contact, which in turn de-energizes the release control electric relay. The release control 
train line is de-energized: the release magnet valve in de-energized on each vehicle, stopping local BP 
filling-in operation. 

 





The driver’s brake valve finishes alone the ER and BP pressures equalization. 

 

Particular case of SNCF trainsets 

The above described EP assist has been designed for trains with variable composition, i.e. composed with 
vehicle that cab be frequently separated one from the other. This is in particular the reason why the control is 
of the energize to control type (magnet valves energization), in order to avoid unintended brake application 
(which can lead to delays) in case of connection problems in electric couplers on the cables between vehicles. 

In the case of trainsets, the base composition cannot be changed in commercial operation, and only transition 
from single unit operation to multiple unit operation (several trainsets coupled together) is possible. In this 
configuration, electric connections are performed by means of the electric connections linked to the automatic 
couplers, which reliability is far higher. Thus the EP assist of these rolling stocks is frequently designed in a 
different way, in particular for the application control train line which is operated on the basis of de-energize to 
control principle: brake application is required by de-energization of the application control train line (de-
energization of the magnet valves). Release control remains based on the energize to control principle, for 
safety reasons. 

TGVs are additionally subject to a specific design, with two levels: 

• A trainset level, consisting of two main train lines, which are connected to those of the second trainset 
in multiple unit operation. 

• A half trainset level, consisting of four half train lines (two for application, two for release) controlled by 
means of relays (installed in trailer car 4) from the trainset lines, and on which the magnet valves are 
connected.. 

An application monitoring loop makes it possible to check that, for each trainset, the application request has 
reached each end from the trailer car 4, and to report any failure in the driving cab. 

Finally, the BP filling-in operation is performed from the local brake Auxiliary Reservoir (AR): the latter being 
supply at 5.4 bar , this guarantees that no important BP overcharge will occur without reducing the braking 
capacity, the AR being supplied from the MRP (thus permanently supplied). 

It shall be noted that motorized vehicles (locomotives and power cars of TGV trainsets) are generally not 
equipped with EP assist (application and release magnet valves). The proximity of the driver’s brake valve on 
the leading vehicle could lead to transitory instabilities of the BP pressure in case of presence of a second BP 
venting or filling point a few meters away from distance. Concerning intermediate motorized vehicles (such as 
TGV power cars), their reduced length does not alter the propagation speed of pressure variations thanks to 
the EP assist equipment of adjacent vehicles. Only the TMST is equipped with EP assist on the power cars, 
but the latter is automatically inhibited on the leading power car. 

  

Other EP assist types 

To close on this topic, note the case of the ICE, for which the indirect type EP assist is controlled by means of 
the on-board digital bus: the application and release magnet valves are controlled by the local brake control 
electronic unit on each car. 

 

 


